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As a small country with 710.2 kilometers square land and 4.9 million people, Singapore has earned
a comparatively bigger name by being 22nd richest country in the world in terms of Gross Domestic
Product (nominal) per capita. Located in South East Asia, it is its smallest country. Being
prosperous never allowed the crime rate growing up due to an efficient law enforcement agency and
a competent judicial system. This greatly lures people to look for Singapore tourism while planning
for their holidays. Singapore's diversity allows flourishing various religions coloring the land with
rainbow colors. Buddhists, Hindus, Muslims, Christians and other religions all have different festivals
enjoyed together. One could know about the integrity of the country only when he opts for
Singapore travel.

If one thinks on stretching his limbs on smooth sand he can go to best of beaches and tourist
resorts as Sentosa or its southern islands that have the three famous beaches while other beaches
can be found on the East Coast of Singapore. If one wishes to get a grip on understanding the
culture of Singapore with its cuisine, he should see Chinatown, Little India and Kampong Glam for
Chinese feasts, for Indian tastes, Malay/Arab experience respectively. Singapore travel is a treat in
itself for those who have been to many places with specialties of their own as they would share what
was the difference between Singapore tourism and others and how vivid it was.

Then there is history of Singapore preserved in museums as in The Bras Basah area east of
Orchard and north of the Singapore River that has Singapore's colonial core with historical
structures and museums. Nature can also be seen taking a mild walk with the wildlife here.
Singapore tourism would be lacking if we would take out the popular Singapore Zoo, Night Safari,
Jurong Bird Park and the Botanical Gardens from it. Also there are Bukit Timah Nature Reserve,
Pulau Ubin and City parks along with the tortoise and turtle sanctuary in the Chinese Gardens.
Singapore Travel more or less encompasses everything that one wishes to visit in a country!

For people of religious kind, Singapore tourism has places of worship for people who are involved in
any of the religions like Buddhism, Taoism, Hinduism, Sikhism, Baha'i faith, Christianity, Islam and
even Judaism. As for visiting, religious sites are easily welcoming followers and non-followers alike.
Places like the vast Kong Meng San Phor Kark, Monastery near Ang Mo Kio, the colorful Sri
Mariamman Hindu temple in Chinatown, the psychedelic Burmese Buddhist Temple in Balestier and
the stately Masjid Sultan in Arab Street attract people from everywhere while Singapore travel. So
enjoy!
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